This is the doctor with overall responsibility.

Employer Support Of

Services under such programs. Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 prohibits

other aspects of employment.

be eligible to receive Unemployment Insurance (UI) benefits. There are three ways to file a claim
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This summary must be made available to employees in accordance with the IWC's wage orders. Copies of the full text of the amended wage orders may be obtained by ordering

leave in one block. When it is medically necessary or otherwise permitted, employees

pay lost wages, and take other steps necessary to comply with the law.

individuals. "Employee" means any person employed by an employer, private or public,

If your employer maintains an approved Voluntary Plan for PFL coverage, contact your employer for assistance.

An employer may not retaliate against an employee who is a whistleblower.

that would result in a violation of a state or federal statute, or a violation or noncompliance

proceeding, or otherwise opposes an unlawful employment practice.

amended, prohibits employment discrimination on the basis of disability in any program

assistance, you should immediately contact the Federal agency providing such assistance.

provides no less than 24 hours or three days of paid

an employee's tips combined with the employer's cash wage

CHILD LABOR

OVERTIME PAY

Posting is required by Title 8 Section 1512 (e), California Code of Regulations

in one or more ways:

WHISTLEBLOWERS ARE PROTECTED

It is the public policy of the State of California to encourage employees to notify an appropriate government or law enforcement agency, person with authority over the employee, or another employee with authority to investigate, discover, or correct the violation or noncompliance, and to provide information to and testify before a public body conducting an investigation, hearing, or inquiry, when they have reason to believe their employer is violating a state or federal statute, or violating or not complying with a local state or federal wage

Who is protected?

employees are the protected class of individuals. "Employee" means any person employed by an employer, private or public,

including, but not limited to, individuals employed:

Executive Order 11246, as amended, protects applicants and employees

The California Fair Employment and Housing Act, as amended, prohibits

Public accommodations are protected under Federal law from discrimination on the following bases:

WHAT AN EMPLOYER MUST DO: the local community. No employee may be prevented from

What protections are afforded to whistleblowers?

An employer may not retaliate against an employee who

An employer's obligation to use a particular facility or to segregate employees is a violation of Title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act.

Do not smoke, and take other steps necessary to comply with the law.

WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION ACT

It is the public policy of the State of California to encourage employees to notify an appropriate government or law enforcement agency, person with authority over the employee, or another employee with authority to investigate, discover, or correct the violation or noncompliance, and to provide information to and testify before a public body conducting an investigation, hearing, or inquiry, when they have reason to believe their employer is violating a state or federal statute, or violating or not complying with a local state or federal wage

which each employee has been trained in the hazards unique to each job assignment.

WHAT AN EMPLOYER MUST DO:

A fundamental right of employees under the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.

WHAT AN EMPLOYER MUST DO:

WAGES AND HOURS

WHAT AN EMPLOYER MUST DO:
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